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Barcode Processing  
Gateway Live, in conjunction with a Barcode scanner, provides an easier and quicker way to process high volume 
payments.  

  

At regular intervals (monthly, quarterly, yearly) a single creditor may send a large number of individual invoices or 
bills to a particular property agency for payment. These bills are often for the same period and need to be paid in a 

timely manner.   

  

Currently, Gateway users process these bills using the Payments dialog which is a manual process involving keyboard 

and mouse. Some common bill types processed in bulk are:  

  

• Council Rates  

• Water Rates  

• Owner’s Corporation Levies (Strata Levies)  

• Insurance Premiums  

  

As these invoices often come in with printed Australia Post Billpay barcodes, the use of a barcode scanner will 

significantly speed up the data entry process.   

READING BARCODES  
  

Barcodes are a series of numbers encoded as lines that are used to uniquely identify any object. The barcode is 

scanned and translated into alpha numeric characters using common standards. The handheld infrared scanner is 

what this specification is focused on. These scanners connect to a machine via USB or Serial Port.  The simple 

steps to translating a barcode are as follows:  

  

1. Scan barcode using handheld scanner  

2. Scanner converts barcode into a string of alpha/numeric characters  

3. Alpha/numeric characters entered wherever cursor appears on computer screen  

Barcode setup  
  

Barcode processing needs to be set up in two places:  

  

• The Creditor – Each creditor needs to have a barcode definition set up. This is because each creditor may 

encode its barcode differently than other creditors.  

• The Property – The property needs to have a customer number set for each creditor. This is to link the 
correct property to the barcode payment.  

  
    
SETUP CREDITOR FOR BARCODE PROCESSING  
  

Before bulk payments can be processed for a creditor, the barcode processing rules need to be defined. While most 
Australia Post Billpay barcodes store the biller, customer number and amounts in a standard format, some billers 

present their data in ways that differ slightly.  

  

Example 1  



 

Scanned barcode - *21200333919008863000007265  

Biller - *2120   

Ref no – 0333919008863  

Amount – $72.65  

  

Example 2  

Scanned barcode - 096533429100060000013470  

Biller – 096  

Ref no – 53342910006  

Amount - $134.70  

  

Example 3  

Scanned barcode - 16826248768900005511936000892970  

Biller – 168  

Ref no – 26248768900005511936  

Amount - $892.97   

  

As the three examples above show, the biller details, reference details and how the amounts are read in the barcode 

differ from biller to biller.      

DECODING A BARCODE  
  

You can decode the barcode definition for a creditor by reading three barcodes, two for the same owner and one for 

a different owner.   

  

1. Open Microsoft Notepad (Word will also work but Notepad gives a better layout)  

2. Scan the three barcodes into Notepad. This is simply done by scanning the barcodes while Notepad has the 

focus. The result should look something like this:  

  

  
  

3. We begin by looking at the cost of each invoice. The first is $124.72, the second is $78.56 and the third is 

$103.22. This is the easiest to find in the file. It is also reasonable to assume that the leading zeros are part of 

the dollar amount. We can replace those positions in the file with the barcode formatting symbols.  Notepad 

should now look like this:  
  

   



 

4. We now look for any part of the barcodes that are the same values in the same positions in every barcode. 

Since this is the same in all barcodes for the same creditor but different owners, this must be the biller 
reference. It looks like 04356 is our biller reference. This may or may not be listed on the invoice somewhere. 

Our barcodes now look like this:  

  

  
  

5. We know that the first two barcodes are from the same owner, but the third is from a different owner. We 

need to find the part of the barcode that is the same in the first two barcodes, but different in the third. It 
looks like 023458 is the customer reference for the first owner, and 137890 is the customer reference for the 

second owner:  

  

  
  

6. We have now accounted for everything in the barcode. Anything left over is not used by Gateway. These 
may be check characters or other reference numbers that we are not interested in. We can replace these 

with the “Ignore” character in our barcodes:  

  

  
  

7. Everything has been accounted for and we have our barcode definition. It is XXXRRRRRR$$$$$$$CCBBBBBX  

  

8. This will usually be correct. You can verify it by scanning barcodes from different owners and checking that 

the information that appears is correct. In rare cases you might need to modify your barcode definition 

slightly, but in most cases this procedure will give you the correct barcode definition.  

ENTERING THE DEFINITION INTO A CREDITOR  
  

To cater for these differences, you must define how Gateway will handle a scanned barcode for a specific creditor.   

Go to the Barcode Definition section of the creditor and:   

1. Scan a barcode for the creditor.   

2. Using the legend provided, denote what characters in the barcode represent the biller, customer 

reference, amount and any characters that should be ignored. This barcode definition field must only 
accept the characters B, R, $ and X. No other characters will be accepted and the number of characters in 



 

the barcode definition needs to be the same as the characters in the scanned barcode field i.e. 15 

characters in barcode = 15 characters in definition.   

  
  

3. To process the amount, the number needs to be divided by 100 as the barcodes to not cater for the 

decimal place.   

4. There can only be one barcode definition saved per creditor.  

5. After saving the Barcode Definition, test their definition in the test area with other bills from the same 

creditor.   

6. If the barcode need editing, the barcode definition can be redefined, saved then tested again.  

  
     



 

SETUP PROPERTY FOR BARCODE PROCESSING  
  

Barcode Management is located in the Tools section of each property file.   

If you have authorisation to make payments using the Barcode method, open this dialog to link a barcode to the 
creditor.  

   

  
  

On first entry into the dialog, the “Save” button is enabled, and the “Cancel” button is disabled.   

  

1. Select a creditor by entering the creditor in the name field (using intellisense) or by selecting the creditor 

button and carrying out a search.   

2. If a creditor is selected that does not have a barcode definition in their creditor file, a message will display.   

3. If the creditor does have a barcode definition, then the cursor will blink in the scanned barcode section.  

4. Scan the barcode for the property. The customer number will be extracted. This field is not editable. It will 
be populated based on the scanned barcode and the barcode definition on the Creditor file.   

5. Select Save.  

  

  

  
    



 

 

 

BARCODE PAYMENTS  
  

The Barcode Payment function if found in the Transactions Menu.   

In order to use Barcode Payments you must have the same level of access as other Payment functions.  

  

  
  

1. Select a creditor by searching or using the intellisense function.   

2. Validation will take place to ensure that the Creditor file has a barcode definition.   

3. Enter the details you wish to appear on the owner’s statement. Details entered in this section will 
automatically populate into the “Details” section of every transaction line so the details do not need to be 

re-typed. However, the Details field is editable if you wish to enter unique details for each line.    

4. With the cursor is in the barcode field of the table, scan the barcode of the first invoice. Using the barcode 

definition set in the Creditor file, the customer reference and the amount will be extracted and populated 

into the table.  
   

• If a property matches the creditor and customer reference, the property details will populate in the 

property field.  

• If a property is not found, a message is displayed stating that a property has not been found. Link this 
barcode to a property file by typing in the property details and using the intellisense option to locate 

the correct property. This customer reference and creditor will be saved to the property once the 

payment is finalised. These barcode details will then be viewable in the Barcode Management section 
of the property.  

• If the property already has a different barcode linked for this creditor, a message will appear stating 

that the property has a barcode for this creditor that is different to the one just scanned. Check your 

barcode details before continuing.  

5. The dissection and GST fields will populate with the dissection and GST fields nominated on the creditor 

file.   

6. Before completing the data entry for the payment line, Gateway will carry out a validation to determine if 
there are sufficient funds in the owner’s file to process the payment. If there are insufficient funds, a 

message will appear stating that the owner has insufficient funds to proceed.   

7. Upon completion of this transaction line the cursor will move to the barcode field of the next line.   

8. Once all invoices have been scanned, check the box to deduct maintenance commission if required.  

Maintenance commissions will be deducted at the next disbursement.  

9. Click OK to process the transactions.  

A report will generate showing the payments completed and any new barcodes committed to the system.   



 

  
  

NB: Gateway will create individual journal payments for these invoices. If there are insufficient funds to make the 

payment, Gateway will create a pending payment instead.  


